
WORK WITH MUZULU 

Are you looking to take an exciting next step 
in your IT consultancy career? 

Muzulu are looking for talented people to join our team of experienced, authorised IFS professionals in 
various new roles due to our continued growth. 

The Muzulu name is highly regarded 

in the world of ERP consultancy, 

having become renowned for our 

quality and expertise, and the lasting 

relationships we build from 

exceeding customer expectations. 

You will be part of a skilled, tight-knit 
team where you can make a real 
impact and fine-tune your career 
alongside seasoned IFS leaders. 

As a key colleague in Muzulu, you will 
have the opportunity to work on 

challenging and ambitious IFS 
consultancy projects, and partner with 

best of breed solutions from leading 
technology brands. 



THE MUZULU VALUES OUR TEAM 
ARE LED BY   

From our unique, tried-and-tested 
approach to our project 
management and selective 
integrations, Muzulu are driven 
by quality.

We empower business improvement 
by delivering the best performing 
IFS solution.

QUALITY 
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Muzulu’s industry reputation is 
unrivalled and we are proud to be a 
trusted IFS Authorised Service Partner 
and IFS Silver Channel Partner.

Our Directors remain part of projects 
at every stage, to promise results 
without risk. 

ACCOUNTABILITY
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We enable long term, resilient 
growth and have honed a process 
that delivers faster and more 
cost-effectively.

We span the complete IFS lifecycle 
and prioritise rewarding, long-term 
relationships with customers. 

SUSTAINABILITY
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We are owned and managed by 
IFS professionals with over 90 years 
of collective experience.

As such, we have unrivalled 
knowledge of IFS functionality and 
best practice and use this to get 
the very most from solutions. 

EXPERTISE
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ABOUT MUZULU 

Muzulu enables fast, effective and sustainable business
improvement by delivering the best performing IFS solution. 

Our IFS consultancy and support simplifies 
processes, enhances connectivity, sharpens 
functionality, and builds resiliency, allowing 
your business to work smarter, prioritise what 
matters most and scale with confidence.

We are owned and managed by 6 highly 
experienced IFS professionals with over 90 
years of collective experience. As such, we 
have unrivalled knowledge of IFS functionality 
and best practice and use this to get the very 
most from your existing or standard IFS solution. 

Our unique approach, which focuses on 
amplifying your competitive advantage with 
selective integrations, means that Muzulu 
delivers IFS solutions faster and more cost 
effectively. And because we leverage robust 
standard solutions and are Director-led at 
every stage, you get the results and return 
without the risk. 

Muzulu’s reputation is renowned, and we are 
proud to be a trusted IFS Authorised Service 
Partner and IFS Silver Channel Partner, and 
partner with solutions including Pagero, Xelix, 
AccessPay and Boomi. 



WHY DO CUSTOMERS
CHOOSE MUZULU? 

We help them to scale their 
business confidently 

+44 (0)1865 578800 www.muzulu.com

We build resilience into every ERP process. 
Customers are confident that their ERP will 
evolve and grow with their business and is 
capable of scaling upwards or outwards at pace. 

We streamline costs with 
smart integrations 

Muzulu builds on standard platforms and uses 
powerful and precise integrations to deliver 
solutions totally in sync with requirements, to 
give the best solution at an affordable price. 

We drive efficiencies with 
best practices 

By simplifying process, enhancing connectivity 
and hosting on highly available platforms, 
Muzulu helps customers be more lean, agile 
and effective in decision making. 

We accelerate digital
transformation safely  

With years of experience, we know how to be 
smart with standard solutions, focusing on details 
that shape competitive advantage. We deliver 
fast, cost-effectively and with low risk.

We sharpen operations with 
fit-for-purpose systems 

We fine-tune IFS solutions, leaving no stone 
unturned to ensure that your solution has the 
most relevant functionality, is easy to use, and 
becomes a razor-sharp complete business 
management tool. 

We increase supply chain
control and visibility

Muzulu connects the dots between systems and 
our proactive support ensures that compliance 
procedures in IFS are continually updated as 
regulations evolve. 


